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Abstract: 
 
Some prominent, recent research on Latin color language asserts that the ancient Romans mostly 
lacked abstract color concepts, instead conceiving of “color” as intimately connected with the 
material substances that Latin color terms typically referred to. This chapter, through a detailed 
study of Pliny the Elder’s color language, shows not only that the Romans were fully capable of 
forming and expressing abstract color concepts, but also that they expressed relationships among 
these concepts using structured metaphors of location and motion in an abstract color space. The 
evidence from Pliny also suggests that these expressions derived from the everyday language of 
artisans, merchants, and farmers, and thus appear more frequently in technical, rather than 
literary, Latin. 
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1. Introduction 
 
This chapter addresses a fundamental question about Latin’s color vocabulary: to what extent 
could the Romans think and speak abstractly about color? The question has been raised recently 
by Mark Bradley (2004, 2006, 2009), who argues that, to a great degree, the Romans did not 
have abstract color conceptions. The meanings of Latin color terms, he believes, were 
fundamentally rooted in the material substances that were the usual referents of those terms, and 
were only rarely and with difficulty separated from them. I will argue the contrary: there is 
strong evidence to be drawn from Pliny the Elder’s very frequent uses of color terms and 
expressions in the Natural History that there is much flexibility and abstraction in Latin’s color 
language, and in particular its ability to express subtle and complex relations among abstract 
color conceptions. My argument will begin with a brief discussion of the meanings of the Latin 
word color, and then will survey Pliny’s most frequently-used color terms, paying special 
attention to the semantics of viridis (“green”) and its multifaceted polysemy. I will show that 
common color terms are unrestrictedly predicated of many referents, and that their uses are 
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untethered from concrete, material contexts. In this sense, Latin’s language of color may be said 
to be “disembodied”. In the third section, I will explore Pliny’s use of structured, cognitive 
metaphors that express how different colors are related to one another. These metaphors exploit 
notions of location, direction, path, boundary, and motion in an abstract color space, wherein 
Latin’s color language is “embodied” in a different sense – namely, its meanings must be 
understood in a metaphorical space-time that reflects our everyday bodily experience. 
 
This study is limited to the usages of Pliny the Elder’s Natural History for a number of reasons. 
The first is simply practical: a meticulous corpus-based semantic study of all of Latin literature 
would be the work of many years.1 But given the limitations of an author-based study, Pliny is 
unparalleled as a source of information about Latin color semantics. He uses color terms more 
frequently than any other Latin prose writer, with over a thousand individual instances of color-
word tokens and dozens of different lexemes. His use of terms, furthermore, is typically 
straightforward and descriptive in that he normally uses color terms simply to identify a visual 
feature of a plant, animal, mineral, etc., and not to achieve some poetic or rhetorical effect. In 
this respect, he provides a far richer resource of apparently commonplace uses of Latin color 
terms than do the poets, who, although they use color terms more frequently than prose authors, 
are nevertheless apt to use the terms in metaphorical, metonymic, or otherwise extended senses, 
as Andre (1949) frequently complains. But we must also be circumspect about how typical 
Pliny’s usages are of all Latin speakers of his day. Because of his interest in technical subjects 
and his engagement with so many such texts and authors in both Greek and Latin, we may 
suspect that his range of color terms is broader than that of many Latin speakers. And given that 
we know that individuals vary widely in the number and kind of color terms they use and in their 
ability to distinguish finer gradations of color difference;2 and that all language changes over 
time, we cannot definitely conclude that what is typical of Pliny’s language is necessarily typical 
of Latin in general. Nevertheless, he certainly expected that what he wrote would be understood 
by his contemporaries, and many of his usages turn up in other prose and technical writers (Fruyt 
2006). Thus he offers us a unique view into the possibilities of Latin color expression and 
conceptualization in the first century CE. 
 
But what is color? And are we talking about the same thing when we use the English word 
“color” and Pliny uses color? As to the latter question, I will argue that very frequently we are, 
though of course English “color” and Latin color each have multiple senses and uses, and the 
senses and uses of Latin color do not map neatly onto all the senses of “color” in English. The 
most obvious difference between them is that Latin color is used as a specialized term in the 
field of oratory,3 a sense which is found only rarely in English (and is probably borrowed from 

 
1 Biggam 2012 lays out what such a massive project would entail. Earlier large-scale semantic studies are out of date 
with respect to their understanding of color naming and cognition (for example Andre 1949 and Baran 1983). 
Bradley 2009 is oriented strongly toward the history of ideas and is therefore selective in his choice and use of 
evidence, though he does make make some semantic arguments which this essay will address in detail. Goldman 
2013 is not informed by any semantic or color theory or a sufficient knowledge of Latin. Oniga 2007 offers 
important insights, but its brief survey does not purport to be a full-scale semantic study. Arias Abellan 1994 focuses 
on a structuralist analysis of the color terms of agricultural writers and some sections of Pliny. 
2 Considerable variation in color categorization and naming among individuals speaking the same langauge is the 
norm as reported for the 110 languages in the World Color Survey and analyzed by Lindsey & Brown 2009. 
3 Bradley 2009: 111‒27 is magisterial on the rhetorical uses of color. 



Latin), and the fact that Latin uses color commonly as a term for “pigment” or “dye”,4 whereas 
English does so less frequently. But in nearly all the examples to be discussed here, color refers 
to the same fundamental visual sensation that we refer to when we use the term “color” in 
utterances like “The color of his tie was green”. The fact that Latin color has additional senses 
that do not conform to this understanding will not be particularly relevant to the cases at hand, 
any more than is the fact that we can easily find many similarly divergent senses of English 
“color” (the Oxford English Dictionary lists dozens of them). 
 
But this does not answer the question of what we mean by “color” when we use it in this 
ordinary sense, and, since color perception is a complex and not completely understood 
phenomenon, we cannot give a full account of it here. It will have to be sufficient to say that 
“color” and color commonly refer to a fundamental visual sensation that we often speak of as if 
it were a property of physical objects, as in “his tie is green”. The sensation is stimulated by 
light, and it varies according to a number of factors. Among them is the frequency of the 
dominant wavelengths of light that reach the eye, which in technical terms is a color’s hue. But 
color perception varies in more ways than in hue: a given hue, used in this technical sense, may 
be perceived as more or less pure, vivid, or intense, which is generally captured by the notion of 
saturation. A desaturated color shares the same dominant wavelengths with a more saturated 
hue, but we would say it looks “washed out”; the more desaturated a color is, the more it 
approaches gray. Color perceptions also vary according to a color’s perceived lightness, which 
refers to how closely the color approaches to white or black. Thus, a brown shade may share the 
same hue and saturation as an orange one when the two colors vary only in lightness, and pink is 
essentially a lighter variation of red.5 
 
Color variation along these three axes ‒ hue, saturation, and lightness ‒ is captured by modern 
systems of color categorization such as the widely used Munsell system, which represents color 
variation in three-dimensional space. Of course, these descriptors do not capture all the ways that 
color perceptions vary for us, nor everything we might mean by “color” or that the Romans 
might mean by color. Sheen is often a salient visual factor and sometimes is included in our 
everyday use of the word “color” in that many people would consider silver to be a different 
color from gray, even though they differ only in shininess.6 Also important is the kind of light 
available and the amount of light the object reflects, each of which can alter our experience of a 
given color.7 But hue, saturation, and lightness provide a broad foundation for understanding the 
ways that we perceive color variation, and these perceptual features play a central role in the way 
that we describe color, both in English and Latin. This is not to suggest that Pliny or any other 
Roman had an explicit awareness of such a system of describing color perception, or of anything 
approaching modern representations of color space. It will be apparent, however, that Pliny’s 
language reflects variation in hue, saturation, and lightness, and that underlying ideas of location 

 
4 OLD, s.v. color 2. 
5 Biggam 2012: 1‒8 provides a concise introduction to hue, saturation, and lightness, though she uses different 
terms. Unfortunately, the terminology is not consistent among color researchers. 
6 Shininess or brightness (a related but not identical phenomenon; see Biggam 2012: 4) appear to have played an 
important role in the development of the ancient Greek color lexicon (see Lyons 1999). 
7 Researchers in the World Color Survey (2009) were careful to question informants under similar light conditions 
(on a sunny day, outdoors, and in the shade: see p. 586) in order to reduce variation in responses that might be 
caused by variation the available light. 



and motion in an abstract color space – though certainly not the Munsell space ‒ play an 
important role in many of his expressions describing color variation. 
 
Before addressing the language of color variation, however, we must look at the the problem of 
abstractness of the Latin color terms themselves, for if the Romans did not on some level 
conceive of color as an abstract property, it is hardly possible that they could make use of notions 
of an abstract color space. The most extended and detailed treatment of the subject is Mark 
Bradley’s Colour and Meaning in Ancient Rome (2009), a wide-ranging philological and 
historical study of the meaning of color language in Roman culture of the late Republic and early 
Empire. Bradley argues that the meanings of common Latin color words are fundamentally 
“material” in that they are tied to specific material substances with which those colors are 
typically associated. In his discussion of viridis, for example, Bradley notes (2009: 8) that the 
majority of uses of the word in our extant corpora of Latin literature refer to living or fresh 
vegetation: “viridis was ‘verdant’ … To describe, think of, experience viridis for a Roman was to 
engage in a conceptual world of cultivation and growing”, though he also notes that the word 
could sometimes be “extended beyond what it most properly describes” (9). He makes similar 
arguments about flavus,8 whose commonest referent is human hair, and about caeruleus, which 
is most frequently predicated of things connected to the sea. Uses of these words outside of these 
specific, material domains are deemed poetic, nonce-uses that would be considered unusual: 
“Caeruleus, like flavus and viridis, evoked a primary object of reference, but (with a certain 
amount of poetic license) could be used to describe other phenomena that shared similar 
wavelengths” (11). Bradley also describes Martial’s “abstract” uses of candidus and niger in 
comparing a woman’s skin coloration to a variety of white and black objects as “poetic license”, 
suggesting that “in the first century … an abstract ‘colour black’ in place of color Aethiopis was 
a bold and imaginative poetic venture” (145). Of the term rubor, meanwhile, Bradley claims that 
“there was no easy strategy at this period in Roman history [the late Republic and early Empire] 
for abstracting rubor as a ‘colour’ (a category that could be transferred neutrally to a blush, a 
rash, flowers, rocks etc.). Instead, rubor is better understood as the proper visible expression of 
pudor” (158), and he often translates the verb rubeo as “blush” even when it is predicated of 
non-human subjects.9 Only much later, Bradley goes on to argue, do Latin writers think of color 
more abstractly: “By the fifth century, poets could be far more flexible and creative in applying 
colores to objects and phenomena that were quite different from their normal contexts” (205). 
 
Though not framed in the terms of lexical semantics, I interpret Bradley’s argument as follows: 
Latin color terms are semantically and collocationally restricted10 such that their color meanings 
do not move freely across contexts; when writers violate these collocational or semantic 
restrictions, the words bring with them non-color semantic features included in the material of 
their “primary object of reference”. We are familiar with such collocationally-restricted color 
words in English: blond, brunette, grizzled in the domain of human hair; bay and roan for the 
color of horses, and so forth. In this analysis, a Latin expression such as flavum aurum would 
strike a Roman reader with the same kind of oddness we experience in its English translation 

 
8 Following Laughton 1948, 1950. 
9 So also Bradley 2004: 120, “the Roman colour ‘blush’ [rubor] cannot easily be integrated into a system of abstract 
colors”. 
10 In the sense that Hanks 2013: 1 uses “collocation”: “quite simply, co-occurrences of words in text”. That is, 
viridis typically co-occurs with nouns denoting vegetation. 



“blond gold”, and using viridis to describe something other than vegetation would be analogous 
to our saying “Jack is wearing a verdant necktie”. 
 
2. Pliny’s colors 
 
Whatever the validity of this understanding of color terms for most writers of Latin in the late 
Republic and early Empire, a different picture emerges from a detailed examination of Pliny’s 
frequent uses of these words. There is not space here to go through Pliny’s entire color lexicon in 
detail, nor even his most common words, but viridis – the word for which I think the case for a 
material interpretation is strongest – will serve in illustration, and his other frequently-used 
words will be treated more summarily before moving on to Pliny’s use of metaphorical color 
space.  
 
It is important to note at the start that a material interpretation of viridis assumes that the word is 
in a certain way monosemic, in that its meaning potentials are not separate, bounded, established 
senses that may be selected individually in context, but rather that its meanings are bundled and 
evoked in all contexts. Hence the “poetic” effect of having inappropriate semantic features 
evoked where they are not relevant. And it probably is the case that viridis as a category for the 
ancient Romans was prototypically “verdant” in the sense that best examples of the category of 
viridis things for Latin speakers might have been living, healthy, and growing plants.11 
Considered as a lexical item, Latin dictionaries make clear that viridis includes among its 
meaning potentials not only the color green, but also vegetative growth, moisture, and 
freshness.12 This seems to be a very common property of words for “green” in many of the 
world’s languages.13 
 
This monosemic view of viridis is not without some warrant, especially in light of the fact that 
lexical semantic theory has moved away from viewing polysemous words as composed of fully 
distinct and independent senses, and toward seeing meaning boundaries between senses of 
polysemous words as fuzzy and transitory.14 Nevertheless, both lexical theory and our everyday 
experience of language affirm that, in many contexts, different senses are experienced as having 
distinct meanings, and that not all of a polysemous word’s possible meanings are evoked in all 
contexts.15 

 
11 See Clarke 2004 for a thought-provoking application of prototype theory to the Greek color lexicon based on 
Taylor 1995 and Fillmore 1982 and Fillmore & Atkins 2000. Geeraerts 2010: 183‒99 provides a summary of 
applications of prototype theory to lexical semantics. 
12 S.v. viridis in the OLD. 
13 Clarke 2004 argues for such an interpretation of Greek χλωρός. Ever since Conklin’s famous 1955 article on 
Hanunoo color terms, it is widely understood that the sematics of color words in many languages include non-color 
features (what Biggam 2012 calls “non-appearance aspects”). Hanunoo’s word for “green” is thought to encode 
color, texture, and succulence inseparably (so Lyons 1999, but Kay 2006 disagrees). 
14 See for example Geeraerts 1993, 2010 and Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk 2007. 
15 See Cruse & Croft 2004: 109‒115, particularly on the concept of “compositional autonomy” of senses; see also 
Tuggy 1993, 1999. Psycholinguistic research in lexical ambiguity strongly suggests that when readers encounter an 
ambiguous word, more than one sense of the word may indeed be accessed in the course of automatic language 
processing. But the appropriate sense is selected and inappropriate senses are suppressed within about two tenths of 
a second, and this all happens below the level of our awareness, so that we do not normally perceive multiple senses 
of words when we encounter them. See for example Swinney 1979, 1982 and Seidenberg et al. 1982. Lupker 2007 
provides a good summary of the psycholinguistic research in lexical ambiguity resolution. 



 
Take, for example, the English color term green, which appears to be very polysemous. Here are 
a few sentences from the OED’s article on green: 
 

(1) A green light at night marks the ‘starboard’ or right-hand side of a vessel. 
(2) The faux friendliness of people on the street is as fleeting and token as the distant green 

summer. 
(3) Beware of green fruit. 
(4) The ceiling starting to take shape is in an unashamedly Gothic style, using green oak, 

following a modern trend towards unseasoned use of the wood. 
(5) Car makers apparently agree with environmentalists that the pressure to create cleaner, 

greener cars will prevail. 
 
The differences in meaning are intuitively apparent to us: in the first sentence, “green” simply 
denotes the color of the light. In the second, it refers again to color, but also to the growth and 
lush vegetation of summer. In the third, “green” refers to the unripeness of fruit, and possibly, 
but not necessarily its color, since a pear may be green in color but fully ripe, and would 
probably not be included in the author’s admonition. In the next example, “green oak” is not 
green in color at all, but rather is brown; in the context of lumber, woodworking, and firewood, 
“green wood” is that which has not been dried or seasoned and has a high moisture content, but 
such unseasoned wood is not usually green in color. In the final sentence, “green” expresses a 
non-harmful relationship with the natural environment. All these senses are metonymically 
related in that green color, vegetative grown, unripeness, moisture, and the natural environment 
can be seen as sharing some kind of contiguous relationship with one another.16 
 
Although this list does represent all the different possible senses of “green”, its polysemy can be 
highlighted by applying various polysemy tests.17 For example, each of the different uses of 
“green” has a different antonym: in (1), the color green has no obvious antonym, though it 
contrasts with other color words such as “red” or “blue”; in (2) an antonym of “green” is 
“withered”,18 though the color sense seems to have some force as well; in (3) the antonym of 
“green” is “ripe”; in (4) its antonym is “seasoned” or “dried”; and in (5) its antonym is 
“polluting”. Another indication that there are separable senses in “green” is that they have 
different truth conditions, such that a question using the word can have opposite answers, both of 
which are true depending on which sense is understood: e.g., 
 

(6) Is the apple green?  

 
16 Geeraerts 2010: 27 describes metonymy as “a semantic link between two readings of a lexical item that is based 
on a relationship of contiguity between the referents of the expression in each of those readings … The concept of 
contiguity mentioned in the definition of metonymy should not be understood in a narrow sense as referring to 
spatial proximity only, but broadly as a general term for various associations in the spatial, temporal or causal 
domain”. 
17 See Cruse 1986: 50‒74, Cruse & Croft 2004: 109‒140. Such tests are never dispositive in determining polysemy 
or the boundaries between senses, but are nevertheless useful for highlighting perceptibly different senses. 
18 Brown might also be an antonym here, though in the context of vegetation brown is not just a color word insofar 
as it communicates that the vegetation is dry and dead. This sense of brown turns up in the compound brownfield, a 
technical term in land use planning denoting property whose commercial use is jeopardized by the presence of 
contaminants. 



Yes, it is a Granny Smith. (Granny Smith apples are green colored when ripe).  
No, it is quite ripe. 

(7) Is Mary’s car green?  
Yes, it is a zero-emission electric vehicle.  
No, it is as red as a fire truck. 

(8) Is the oak wood green?  
Yes, it hasn’t yet been seasoned.  
No, it’s reddish-brown. 

 
Furthermore, the distance between the senses becomes apparent from the so-called zeugmatic 
tension which arises between senses when we use “green” in sentences that display zeugma, also 
called syllepsis:  
 

(9) Mary’s politics are as green as a lime.  
 
Although these few tests are not an exhaustive exploration of the polysemy of English “green” 
nor dispositive as to where the actual boundaries lie, they establish well enough that “green” is 
polysemous in English, and that its simple, abstract color sense may be used without evoking 
ideas of vegetation, even though the majority of its uses (as listed in the OED) are either directly, 
metaphorically, or metonymically related to the botanical and natural world. 
 
English “verdant”, however, which is proposed as a translation of Latin viridis, does not seem to 
be polysemous in this way, since its “color” and “vegetative” senses apparently cannot be 
decoupled in normal use. For example, it is unlikely that one would call a Red-leaf Barberry 
bush, whose leaves are indeed red, “verdant” without some sense of oddness or infelicity, even if 
it were lushly growing. And the OED lists only two instances of “verdant” being used as a pure 
color word, both poetic nonce-uses. The question, then, is whether Latin viridis is more like 
English “verdant” than it is like “green” in the way its senses are related to one another, and in 
whether they can be selected independently in context. The evidence from Pliny, at least, argues 
that there are very good reasons to interpret viridis as polysemous, and to identify an abstract 
color sense as its most central meaning. 
 
First of all, if viridis had no separate and established color meaning, one would expect uses of 
this word in contexts where the only relevant, literal meaning can be green color and not lush 
vegetation to be very rare, as they are for English “verdant”. Yet there are forty such uses in 
Pliny’s Natural History, making up about a third of all uses of viridis in that work. Here are 
some typical examples where viridis is predicated of non-botanical items such as animals, urine, 
pigment, clay, stones, and gems: 
 

(10) India hanc avem mittit, siptacen vocat, viridem toto corpore, torque tantum miniato in 
cervice distinctam (10.117)  
India sends us this bird, called the siptaces, green over its whole body, only varied by a 
cinnabar collar on its neck. 

(11) mala signa rubrae, pessima nigrae, mala bullantis. crassa, in qua quod subsidit album 
est, significat circa articulos aut viscera dolorem inminere; eadem viridis morbum 
viscerum, pallida bilis, rubens sanguinis (28.68)  



Red urine is a bad sign, black a very bad sign, bubbly urine is also bad. Thick urine, in 
which that which settles out is white, signals that disease around the joints or bowels is 
coming; green urine indicates bowel disease, pale urine shows diseased bile, red urine, 
blood disease. 

(12) pilos in iis incommodos evulsos renasci non patitur fel irenacei, ovorum stelionis liquor, 
salamandrae cinis, lacertae viridis fel in vino albo (29.116)  
When irritating hairs have been plucked out they are prevented from growing back by the 
gall of a hedgehog, the fluid part of spotted lizard’s eggs, the ash of a salamander, the gall 
of a green lizard in white wine. 

(13) quidam ex ea rana, quam Graeci calamiten vocant, quoniam inter harundines 
fruticesque vivat, minima omnium et viridissima, sanguinem cineremve fieri iubent 
(32.122)  
Some people advise that the blood or ash (sc. for a remedy to stop bleeding) come from 
the frog which the Greeks call the “calamites” (because it lives among reeds and bushes), 
the smallest and greenest of all frogs. 

(14) sunt etiamnum novicii duo colores e vilissimis: viride est quod Appianum vocatur et 
chrysocollam mentitur, ceu parum multa dicta sint mendacia eius; fit e creta viridi, 
aestimatum sestertiis in libras (35.48)  
There are besides two new, very cheap pigments; the kind called Appian is green and 
imitates chrysocolla – as if there weren’t too many counterfeits of it already – it is made 
from green earth and goes for a sesterce a pound. 

(15) in Siphno lapis est, qui cavatur tornaturque in vasa vel coquendis cibis utilia vel ad 
esculentorum usus, quod et in Comensi Italiae lapide viridi accidere scimus, sed in 
Siphnio singulare quod excalfactus oleo nigrescit durescitque natura mollissimus 
(36.159) 
In Siphnos there is a stone which is hollowed out and lathed into vessels useful for 
cooking or for tableware, which I know also to be the case with a green stone found in 
Como in Italy, although the stone in Siphnos is unique in that it becomes black and hard 
when heated with oil, even though it is by nature very soft. 

(16) inseritur smaragdis et quae vocatur tanos e Persis veniens gemma, ingrate viridis atque 
intus sordida (37.74) 
Among the smaragdi is a stone called the “tanos”, a gem from Persia, unpleasantly green 
and with impurities inside. 

(17) oica barbari nominis e nigro et fulvo viridique et candido placet (37.177)  
The stone with the foreign name “oica” is pleasing from its black, yellow, green, and 
white (colors). 

(18) polythrix in viridi capillaturam ostendit, sed defluvia comarum facere dicitur (37.190) 
The polythrix shows hairs in green, but is said to cause a loss of hair. 

 



In each of these cases, a color meaning is the only relevant one, and a botanical sense would not 
only fail to be informative or relevant, it would render the sentences literally false, making each 
of these examples “poetic” metonymic uses. The fact that such uses are so frequent in the 
Natural History argues, however, that a simple color use of viridis is an ordinary one for Pliny. 
 
Even when viridis is predicated of plants, understanding it in a simple color sense is often the 
best option, particularly when the word is used to distinguish one botanical item from others in a 
group: 
 

(19) namque genera magnitudine, colore, saporibus acini innumera etiamnum multiplicantur 
vino. hic purpureo lucent colore, illic fulgent roseo nitentque viridi (14.15) 
For there are many kinds of grape differing with respect to size, color, and taste. In one 
district they glow with a purple color, in another they give off a rosy color, or shine with 
a green one. 

(20) in Italia virides et quam minimi, in provinciis quam maximi et cerini aut nigri placent 
(19.65) 
In Italy, we like very small, green cucumbers; in the provinces they prefer very large, 
wax-colored or black ones. 

(21) quare et chamaeleon vocetur, varietate foliorum evenit; mutat enim cum terra colores, 
hic niger, illic viridis, aliubi cyaneus, aliubi croceus atque aliis coloribus (22.45) 
For this reason, it is called the chameleon plant, since it shows a variety of leaves; indeed, 
it changes its colors according to the soil it grows in. In one place, it is black, in another 
green, elsewhere cyan, saffron, and so on with other colors. 

(22) gromphaena, alternis viridibus roseisque per caulem foliis, in posca sanguinem 
reicientibus medetur (26.40)  
The gromphaena plant, which has alternating green and red leaves along its stalk, taken in 
vinegar and water, cures those vomiting blood. 

 
In each of these passages (and in many others like them), although the referent of viridis is a 
plant, the only sense of viridis that is informative is “green color”, since all of the non-viridis 
items distinguished in these passages are also verdant in the sense of being living and botanical; 
thus verdance is not a distinguishing feature unless we are to understand that the other items 
described in the comparisons as somehow not being vegetative. This hardly seems likely. 
 
The same color meaning is apparent when Pliny describes products derived from plants: 
 

(23) lacrimae probatio ut sit e pingui tenuis ac modice rufa et in fricando odorata. secundus 
candidi coloris, peior viridis crassusque, pessimus niger (12.120) 
The test of tear of balsam is that it should be thinner than a dense consistency, somewhat 
red, and fragrant when rubbed. The second best kind is of a white color, a worse kind is 
green and thick, and the worst kind is black. 



(24) murra et per se unguentum facit sine oleo, stacte dumtaxat, alioqui nimiam 
amaritudinem adfert. cyprino viride fit, susino unguinosum, Mendesio nigrum, rhodino 
candidum, murra pallidum (13.17) 
Myrrh makes an ointment by itself without oil, as long as it is stacte myrrh; otherwise it is 
too bitter. The ointment becomes green when it is made with cyprus oil, and greasy when 
it is made from the lily, black when made with Mendes oil, white when made with roses, 
pale when made with myrrh. 

(25) oleum laurinum utilius, quo recentius quoque viridius colore (23.86) 
Laurel oil is the more useful when it is fresher and greener in color.  

 
In these examples, it is difficult to see what a “verdant” interpretation of viridis would contribute 
to the meaning. Though tear of balsam and myrrh are derived from plants, they are not living 
plants and hence not literally verdant. In coordinated phrases with terms such candidus, niger, 
rufus, and pallidus, however, a simple color meaning is obviously salient. There are, however, a 
number of passages where a color meaning of viridis is not prominent, and the context elicits 
another meaning. For example, 
 

(1) optima autem quae rotundissima. item rufa acrior quam candida, et sicca quam viridis, et 
cruda quam cocta sicut quam condita (19.105) 
The best onions however are the roundest, and red onions are more bitter than white ones, 
dried ones are more bitter than green ones, and raw ones are more bitter than cooked ones 
and those that have been stored. 

(2) somnum etiam facere traduntur et ulcera oris sanare commanducatae cum pane, et canis 
morsus virides ex aceto inlitae aut siccae cum melle et vino, ita ut post diem tertium 
solvantur (20.39) 
Onions are said to induce sleep and if chewed with bread to cure sores in the mouth, and 
dog bites are cured by fresh onions applied with vinegar, or dried ones with honey and 
wine, as long as they are removed three days later. 

(3) eadem [lacrima vitium] cum oleo saepius pilis inlitis psilotri effectum habet, maximeque 
quam virides accensae vites exudant, qua et verrucae tolluntur (23.3) 
The liquid of the grapevine has the effect of a depilatory if the hair is smeared repeatedly 
with oil, and particularly the liquid which green vines exude when burned, which also 
removes warts. 

(4) virides terra condunt barbari et inlinunt cera, artifices vero frumenti acervis inponunt 
septenis diebus totidem intermissis, mirumque ponderi quantum ita detrahatur (13.99) 
Foreigners bury (pieces of wood for tables) green and coat them with wax, but carpenters 
put them in piles of grain for a week at a time with one-week intervals and it is amazing 
how much mass they lose in that way. 

 
In these instances, viridis is not used primarily as a color term, but it does not mean “verdant” 
either, even though its meaning is metonymically related to vegetative growth: all of the viridis 



items were harvested recently so that they retain the moisture of the living plant. This meaning is 
obviously similar to the “green oak” sense of “green” noted above. The antonym of this sense of 
viridis is siccus, and its truth conditions are different from those of the color sense we observed 
above: an onion or wood for wine tables may be viridis in that it is freshly harvested, but also not 
viridis in that the onion or wood is rufa or some other color. Such uses of viridis account for 
about ten percent of all instances of viridis in the Natural History. 
 
Pliny’s use of the abstract noun viriditas also suggests that the color-signifying sense of viridis is 
the central, prototypical one. Three of its four uses in the Natural History are relevant only to 
color since they are predicated of non-botanical items: 
 

(5) quidam ex his senescunt, paulatim viriditate evanida (37.70) 
Some of these stones age, their greenness gradually diminishing. 

(6) probatissimi ex iis sunt qui viriditatem maris puri imitantur (37.76) 
The most valued are those that reproduce the greenness of the clear sea. 

(7) summa illi coloris ex aere et purpura constat, viriditas smaragdi deest (37.84) 
The dominant color of this (sc. the paederos stone) is from the color of the sky and 
purple; the greenness of the smaragdus is absent. 

 
On the whole, then, viridis in Pliny’s usage has the appearance of being a polysemous word with 
distinguishable senses that can function independently in different contexts, with “green color” 
being the most central component of its meaning. Uses in which it signifies merely color contrast 
truth-conditionally with its other uses (for example, a stone could be said to be viridis “green in 
color” and not viridis “fresh, moist”), and in the vast majority of the word’s uses in the Natural 
History, the color meaning is highly salient, even when it is not the only sense appropriate to the 
context. In most cases, its color meaning is in fact the most informative one, and in about a third 
of cases it is the only possible meaning. The fact that viridis is most commonly predicated of 
living plants in this period is best explained by the fact that plants account for the majority of 
possible green-colored referents in the ancient world, and not by any collocational or semantic 
constraints on the use of the word. Thus viridis has no obvious restrictions in its range of 
referents, and has an “abstract” color sense for Pliny that is an ordinary, non-poetic one, just as 
“green” does for speakers of English, even though both words’ multiple senses form a dense 
metonymic web of associations with the botanical and natural world. 
 
Caeruleus presents somewhat different challenges, not because it typically refers to sea-related 
items in Pliny, but because it is a rather rare word in Latin except in Augustan poetry and Flavian 
epic, and in those contexts its color meaning is vague, referring sometimes to things that we 
would describe as dark, green-blue, or blue.19 Outside of Pliny, only about 12% of its uses turn 
up in the prose authors of the Library of Latin Text Series A collection, and Pliny himself 
accounts for over 63% of these prose uses. But for Pliny, caeruleus functions as a color word 
referring to a variety of items – eyes, feathers, berries, leaves, flowers, and minerals – 
consistently in the blue range: cf., e.g., 

 
19 S.v. caeruleus in the OLD; see also Kristol 1980 and Oniga 2007: 276‒77. 



 
(8) ipsos vero excedere hominum magnitudinem, rutilis comis, caeruleis oculis (6.88)  

Those people are taller than normal, with red-blonde hair and blue eyes. 
(9) aquilae narratur magnitudine, auri fulgore circa colla, cetero purpureus, caeruleam 

roseis caudam pinnis distinguentibus (10.3)  
(The phoenix) is said to be as large as an eagle, with a golden glow around its neck, 
elsewhere purple, with rosy feathers adorning a blue tail. 

(10) postea accessere genera: tinus – hanc silvestrem laurum aliqui intellegunt, nonnulli sui 
generis arborem – differt colore; est enim caerula baca (15.128)  
Afterwards different kinds (of laurel) have been added: the tine – some think it a 
woodland laurel, others a unique tree – differs in color, for its berry is blue.20 

(11) folia eius mane candida, meridie purpurea, sole occidente caerulea aspiciuntur (21.44) 
The leaves (of the polium plant) appear white in the morning, purple at mid-day, and blue 
when the sun is going down. 

(12) duo genera eius: mas flore phoeniceo, femina caeruleo (25.144)  
There are two kinds (of Anagallis flower): the male with a scarlet flower, the female with 
a blue one.21 

(13) conpertum tanto meliores esse, quanto sint magis caerulei (36.128)  
It is agreed (about magnets) that the more blue they are, the better they are. 

 
In a number of cases, caeruleum is indeed a “material” word, not in that it refers to water, but in 
that it is the name of a specific blue pigment: 
 

(14) in argenti et auri metallis nascuntur etiamnum pigmenta, sil et caeruleum (33.158)  
In gold and silver mines yellow ochre and caeruleum are formed. 

 
Only two of Pliny’s forty-four uses of the word caeruleus have a watery context, but neither of 
them refers to the sea. It is mentioned as the name of a fountain in Rome (33.122, Caeruleus 
Fons), and it describes the color of water of Borysthenes River (31.56, et Boryshthenes statis 
temporibus caeruleus fertur (“The Borysthenes at set intervals is said to be blue”)). Because of 
the uneven distribution of the word in Latin literature, it is reasonable to wonder whether its sea-
related use is really its most ordinary one (if it had an ordinary use), or whether this restricted use 
is the result of the poets’ appropriation of the word for particular purposes and contexts that are 
not semantically representative of wider use in everyday language. 
 
Flavus, on the other hand, is more restricted in its collocations, appearing only twice in Pliny, 
predicated once of hair (26.164) and once of a gem (37.199). However, Pliny commonly 

 
20 The Laurustinus or Viburnum tinus which Rackham identifies as Pliny’s tinus does indeed have a bright blue fruit. 
21 The modern Anagallis (pimpernel) also has scarlet and blue varieties. 



employs two other words in the yellow range, fulvus and luteus.22 Although luteus does have a 
material connection – it is derived from the name of a plant which provided yellow dye – Pliny 
applies the term across a wide range of referents, including flowers,23 other parts of plants,24 
parts of animals bodies,25 egg yolks,26 and minerals.27 Fulvus too is predicated of a range of 
referents: an eagle (8.73), a lizard (8.141), wool (8.191), the fruit of the Lala palm (13.62), wine 
(14.80), tree resin (8.123); pitch oil (pissinum) (15.32); wood of the cornus (16.186); a seed 
(20.36); beeswax (21.83, 21.84); cattle (22.9); sheep (29.127); birdlime (24.11); “veins” in 
marble (36.163); amber (37.33, 37.47); lynx urine (37.34); and gems (37.170, 37.177). 
 
All of Pliny’s other most frequently used color terms show a similar decoupling from material 
connections with no noticeable contextual restrictions. In the red color range, Pliny’s favored 
word is rubeo, and in nearly all of Pliny’s 107 usages it is simply a stative verb that means “be 
red”, referring to plants, animals, and minerals; nearly all of its referents are non-human.28 He 
also demonstrates some preference for ruber and rufus, which also range freely across predicates 
of all kinds, and unlike viridis, they appear to be monosemic color terms that have no definite 
material associations. Rubor, an abstract red term which Pliny uses fourteen times, also extends 
across various domains, referring to the color of planets (2.79), a bird’s eyebrow (10.56), a plant 
disease (15.20), a mushroom (22.92), an itchy rash (28.233), eyes swollen from disease (32.71), 
skin color affected by diet (23.37), and skin color caused by ira (“anger”) or pudor (“shame, 
modesty”) (11.157, 11.224, 34.140, 36.3). 
 
Pliny’s most frequent color terms by far are those denoting white and black, with 382 uses of 
candidus, 285 of albus (both are white terms) 450 uses of niger, and twenty of ater (both black 
terms). The semantic distinction between candidus and albus has been argued to be based on 
purity and perceived brightness (see Andre 1949: 25‒7), although in typical Plinian usage they 
are usually more or less synonymous. Niger functions as his unmarked word for black, though its 
range of color signification is broader than English black, including things we would call “dark 
x” where x is another, non-black color term.29 Ater differs from niger semantically in that it tends 
(though not exclusively) to be applied to things with negative connotations, e.g. atrae 
degeneresque herbae (“black and deformed plants”) (17.33). These color words have no fixed 
material context and range unrestrictedly over all kinds of contexts. 

 
22 But note that luteus is not equivalent to English “yellow” and probably includes portions of what we would call 
“orange”, “pink”, or “red”; see Edgeworth 1992: 255‒60. Nor are the hue/saturation/lightness boundaries of fulvus 
coterminous with those of “yellow”. The same is true of the other common color terms discussed here; although the 
color foci or “best example” of rubeo, rufus, ruber definitely fall in the range of English “red”, and so on with the 
green, blue, white, black, and purple terms discussed, the boundaries of the Latin terms are often not where English 
speakers would expect them to be, and this sometimes confounds translators and commentators. On the notion of 
color foci, see Biggam 2012: 60‒61; the idea of the organization of color space around focal colors goes back at 
least to Heider 1971 and is one of the foundational concepts of the universalist school of color cognition. 
23 Plin. NH. 1.1, 19.100, 21.27, 49, 51, 131, 24.136 etc. 
24 Plin. NH. 25.28, 25.76, 25.89, 26.57, 27.37, 27.54, 27.133. 
25 Plin. NH. 10.156 of birds’ beaks and feet; 10.133 of a cormorant’s beak. 
26 Plin. NH. 21.151, 22.93, 23.126, 29.42, 29.43, etc. These uses are substantive; luteum is Pliny’s word for “yolk”, 
analogous to our “white” (of an egg). 
27 Plin. NH. 34.121, 34.171. 
28 Rubeo accounts for a majority of red terms when the 43 instances of the proper name Rubrum Mare (“Red Sea”) 
are removed from the count. 
29 Such uses of black terms is very common in the world’s languages See the World Color Survey (2009). 



 
One materially derived color word that does appear very frequently in Pliny is purpura, along 
with its derivatives purpureus and purpurissum (a pigment), and the material connections of the 
word would likely be salient to most Romans, given the social and political prominence of the 
color and of items dyed in it. Purpura is multiply polysemous, most often naming the shellfish 
which is the source of purple dye, sometimes naming the dye itself or things which are colored 
using the dye, but also sometimes metonymically indicating the color of the dye, which, 
depending on how it was processed, produced a range of hue, saturation, and lightness in the red-
blue range that overlaps with, but does not map precisely onto, English “purple”. Pliny also 
frequently uses its derived adjective purpureus as a color adjective across a wide range of 
referents, for example, in (9) and (11) above, and 
 

(15) maior traditur mas et corpore et folio, duriore etiam ac pinguiore et flore ad purpuram 
accedente (16.145) 
The male (ivy) is said to have a larger stem and leaf and a tougher and richer flower 
approaching purple. 

(16) est autem hederae foliis, rotundioribus tantum mollioribus que, flore purpureo (12.47) 
(Nard) has leaves of ivy, but rounder and softer, with a purple flower. 

(17) hic purpureo lucent colore, illic fulgent roseo nitentque viridi (14.15) 
Here (grapes) glow with purple color, there they shine with a rosy one with a green one. 

(18) sunt et panico genera … quin et colore distinguntur candido, nigro, rufo, etiam 
purpureo (18.54) 
And there are different kinds of panic … and they are even distinguished by color – 
white, black, red, even purple. 

(19) violis honos proximus, earumque plura genera, purpureae, luteae, albae (21.27) 
The next honor goes to violets, and there are several kinds – purple, yellow, white. 

(20) rubet Memphi, rufus est circa Oxum, Centuripis purpureus (31.86) 
(The salt) at Memphis is red, it is reddish-orange around the Oxus, purple at 
Centuripae.30 

 
Pliny also uses a great variety of other explicitly material words which can have a metonymic 
color meaning in context, such as aureus, buxeus (“boxwood colored”), amythestinus, coccum, 
conchyliatum, croceus, ferrugineus, lacteus, melleus, miniatus, plumbeus, roseus, rubricosus, 
sanguineus, violaceus, and many others. It is open to question the extent to which the use of 
these words evoked their material origins in various contexts. We might consider some 
materially derived color words in English: orange, pink, turquoise, teal, indigo, ivory, rosy, 

 
30 Rufus is not equivalent to English “reddish-orange”. It appears to be a broader term than rubeo, and Aulus Gellius 
in his famously confusing discussion of color at NA. 2.26 even includes aureus and ostrum under its denotational 
umbrella; Andre 1949: 81-2 argues that rufus is a red term that includes red along with more or less admixture of 
yellow (that is, orange), which appears to be correct. Although rufus and rubeo are often synonymous, in placing the 
two terms together, Pliny draws our attention to what is different about them, and so I have translated rufus as 
referring to the range of color that it does not share with rubeo. 



among many others, and whether and when their material associations are raised to our 
awareness when we read or hear them in context. But even if the material associations of the 
words were apparent in the minds of Roman readers, Pliny is often able to limit their meaning to 
simple color senses by pairing them with the word color. 
 
3. Metaphors of color space 
 
From the preceding, it is clear that Pliny’s Latin frequently uses a variety of common color terms 
that ordinarily communicate a simple color meaning without introducing into their contexts 
additional material semantic features. Furthermore, given their frequency of use in Pliny’s text, 
these abstract usages appear entirely conventional, unremarkable, and prosaic. In this way, 
Pliny’s most common color words could be considered “disembodied” since their color 
meanings are not bound to particular material objects, nor do they necessarily evoke particular 
material objects when they are used. Yet other features of Pliny’s color language show that his 
underlying conceptions of color display a different sort of embodiment. Particularly when he has 
to describe how colors are related to one another, Pliny uses expressions of location, proximity, 
boundary, direction, and motion that point to a metaphorically structured conceptualization of 
color space underlying these expressions. The notion of conceptual metaphor I use here is that 
which has been widely adopted as developed by Lakoff & Johnson (1980) in which one 
conceptual domain is mapped onto another.31 In Pliny’s color language, the source domain is that 
of location and motion in space, and the target domain is color. The conceptual metaphors that 
appear to govern many of Pliny’s expressions are ‘COLORS ARE REGIONS’ and ‘BEING A COLOR IS 
BEING IN A REGION’, or, expressed as mappings: 
 
SPACE ⇒ COLOR 
a location, region → a color range 
position in (a location) → being of a specific color 

 
Metaphorically speaking, however, Pliny’s color “regions” are not well-demarcated ones with 
discrete boundaries like those on modern maps that mark the borders between countries or states. 
Instead, they are more like maps that distinguish more vaguely defined regions with fuzzy 
boundaries, like the gradation of a landscape from plains to piedmont to mountains, such that it is 
possible for one to be, while traversing the boundaries, in more than one region at a time. 
 
The notion of color categories as fuzzy sets has been an important part of the anthropological and 
linguistic scholarship on color language since Kay and McDaniel’s seminal treatment.32 Fuzzy 
sets are those whose elements display degrees of membership, in contrast to traditional sets in 

 
31 See Lakoff & Turner 1989; Lakoff 1987 and 1993; Geeraerts 2010: 203‒222. 
32 Kay & McDaniel 1975, 1978; see also Kay & Maffi 1999, Kay 2005, Regier et al. 2005, Kay & Regier 2006, and 
Kay et al. 2009. The notion was originated by Zadeh 1965 for use in computer science. All of the preceding assume 
much more about color cognition than we will discuss here, such as that the Hering primaries (black, white, red, 
yellow, green, blue) (Hering 1964) are fuzzy color sets that are universal “cognitive landmarks” for humans, and 
that all Basic Color Terms either name the primaries themselves or name a limited number of unions or intersections 
of these categories. MacLaury 1997: 28‒38 disputes the sufficiency of fuzzy set theory alone to explain basic terms. 
Saunders 1992, 2000; Saunders & van Brakel 1988, 1997, 1999; Roberson et al. 2000; and Wiersbicka 2008 deny 
the universality of color concepts and color terms. 



which an element either is or is not a member of the set. For example, in classical set theory, an 
integer either is or is not a member of the set of even integers; an integer cannot be “sort of even” 
or “very even”. But for fuzzy sets like colors, something can be a member of the set to a lesser or 
greater degree and thus we can say that an item is “somewhat red” (or “reddish”), or that one 
thing is “more red” than another (“Coral is far more red than her lips’ red”: Shakespeare, Sonnet 
130). Much the color research carried out in the wake of Berlin & Kay (1969) assumes that 
people have in their minds a “best example” or prototypical color for common color categories, 
and that they judge an item’s membership in the color category according to how similar they 
judge its color is to that color prototype.33 
 
The boundaries between color categories are also fuzzy in that there is no clear demarcation 
between color categories, and they overlap with one another to some degree. This is why some 
items can be spoken of as members of more than one color set at once, and may show stronger or 
weaker membership in the different sets. Thus when we say that a brick is “reddish brown”, we 
are saying that it is to a greater extent a member of the set of brown things and to a lesser extent 
a member of the set of red things. Of course the overlap between sets is not complete, and 
maximal membership in one color set may preclude membership in another set, so that an item 
that is “pure yellow” does not participate to any extent in green, blue, or red. 
 
Modern researchers of color language almost universally discuss these relations using metaphors 
of space and represent colors and the results of color naming tasks in two- or three-dimensional 
arrays.34 Even those who do not study color professionally are familiar with two-dimensional 
representations of the spectral colors that appear in science textbooks, and are accustomed to 
seeing rows and columns of color chips in the paint sections of home improvement stores that are 
usually arranged according to perceived similarity of hue, saturation, and lightness. 
 
Thus it is not surprising that English speakers frequently use spatial metaphors in discussions of 
color. For example, we might easily say that a turquoise stone is “closer to blue than to green”, 
or that it is “on the blue side of green” or that, when something changes color, it “goes from 
green to blue”. In other words, English speakers can in some situations conceive of the 
relationships between colors in terms of spatial proximity, where closeness in space corresponds 
metaphorically to greater similarity of color, and remoteness corresponds to greater difference. 
Still, the fact that we use a metaphor in English for conceptualizing color relations does not mean 
that we should expect to find the same metaphor in Latin. Thus it might be thought remarkable 
that Pliny, like us, sometimes discusses colors and color relations using spatial metaphors, even 
though two-dimensional color arrays (apart from the rainbow) were not a common feature of 
everyday life in ancient Rome. 
 
Consider, first, a passage in which Pliny describes the relationship between two gems of different 
colors, the amethyst and the hyacinthos stone. 
 

 
33 Beginning with Heider 1971 and Heider & Olivier 1972. 
34 A great deal of the recent research on color naming involves showing native speakers a two-dimensional array of 
Munsell color chips, including Berlin & Kay 1969; MacLaury 1997; and Kay et al. 2009. Saunders 1992: 88 is 
critical of this method. 



multum ab hac distat hyacinthos, ab vicino tamen colore descendens. differentia haec est, 
quod ille emicans in amethysto fulgor violaceus diluitur hyacintho primoque aspectu 
gratus evanescit, antequam satiet, adeoque non inplet oculos, ut paene non attingat, 
marcescens celerius nominis sui flore (37.125) 
 
The hyacinthos stone is far distant from this (sc. the amethyst), descending from its 
nevertheless neighboring color. This is the difference: the violet intensity leaping forth in 
the amethyst is washed out for the hyacinthus,35 and, pleasant at first glance, evanesces 
before it satisfies, and it fails to fill the eyes to such an extent that it hardly even touches 
them, wilting more quickly than the flower after which it is named. 

 
The expression vicino … colore here communicates the idea that the two colors share a common 
boundary in a metaphorical color space. In this instance, the difference between the colors does 
not appear to be one of hue (in the technical sense), but probably of saturation, in that the color 
of the hyacinthos is “washed out” or “diluted” (diluitur) in respect to the fulgor violaceus of the 
amethyst and fails to satisfy and “fill” (non implet) the eyes. The metaphor of dilution comports 
neatly with the notion of desaturated color, wherein the hue of something that is mixed with 
water, such as wine, remains constant but the intensity of color is reduced.36 Pliny thus frames 
his comparison of the two colors as a kind of motion from a source color (ab vicino … colore) to 
another color, in this case that of the hyacinthos. He is not asserting that the hyacinthos is 
actually changing color when he describes it in this way, as we might expect from similar 
formulations where metaphors of motion indicates a change of state.37 Instead, he has arranged 
the two colors to be compared on a path, and in the act of comparison, it is our attention that 
moves along the path from the amethyst’s color to that of the hyacinthos, a phenomenon 
sometimes called “fictive” or “abstract” motion.38 
 
We should note as well that the fictive motion is downward in this case. Pliny judges the 
hyacinthos to be worse than the amethyst in appearance, and the metaphor of descent invokes 
another common conceptual metaphor: ‘down is bad’.39 Moreover, although Pliny describes the 
two colors as “neighboring”, he characterizes the difference between the amethyst and the 
hyacinthos as great: multum distat. This should not be taken as implying, however, that the 
distance between the two colors qua colors is great; rather, the relatively small difference in 
colors contributes to a great difference in aesthetic quality. 
 
Elsewhere, Pliny implies that two colors have a spatial relationship and locates the color of 
particular items on a path between them, and though he does not say explicitly that they are 
contiguous, the implication is clear: 

 
35 Or possibly “diluted with hyacinth color”; the Latin is ambiguous. 
36 I agree with Fruyt 2006: 21‒2 that in this passage fulgor and emicans describes a highly saturated color rather 
than “shining”. 
37 See Short 2013: 395, and Fedriani 2011: 316‒25 for examples where change of state is expressed as motion into a 
container, such as in febrim incido, in odium venio, and many others. 
38 Talmy 2000: 103‒22 calls it “fictive motion”. See also Langacker 1987 on “abstract motion”. 
39 Lakoff & Johnson 1980. In Latin we find expressions such as Ter. Eun. 489, te ego esse infra infimos omnis puto 
homines; Quint. IO. 8.2.2, sunt … humilia (verba) infra dignitatem rerum; Liv. AUC. 21.31.5, Allobroges, gens … 
nulla Gallica gente opibus aut fama inferior; Cic. Rep. 1.68, nimia illa libertas … in nimiam servitutem cadit; but 
the metaphor is perhaps not as pervasive in Latin as in English. 



 
(21) optimus qui minime ferulaceus, rubens aut in purpuram vergens detracto cortice 

(24.112) 
The best (sc. thorn shrub) is that which is least like the fennel-giant, red or tending into 
purple when the bark is removed. 

 
Here, variation in the color of the thorn shrub is expressed as fictive motion between rubens and 
purpura using the verb vergo, which typically denotes motion or orientation toward some 
landmark. It most often appears with the prepositions ad or in + accusative, or with directional 
expressions such as quo (cf. OLD, s.v.). In this case, the preposition in + accusative expresses the 
idea that, for some examples of this plant, its color is not simply in the territory occupied by 
rubens, but has penetrated a boundary into the region defined by purpura. Vergens does not 
express that the plant is changing color, but rather that the color variation among plants can be 
understood as occupying different points along a path that runs from rubens into purpura. If, 
however, the boundary between the colors were discrete and definite, Pliny would simply have 
said that some shrubs were rubens, others were of a purpura color. His expression implies that 
some things that are rubens can also be in purpura since in + accusative entails in + ablative 
(Devine & Stephens 2013: 184), so that there are some locations in color space that could be 
claimed by both rubens and purpura. If there were not such a fuzzy boundary, saying that an 
item approached another color would not indicate any color difference. 
 
Pliny uses the verb vergo in another passage, describing a plant used to adulterate nard: i.e., 
 

(22) adulteratur et pseudonardo herba, quae ubique nascitur crassiore atque latiore folio et 
colore languido in candidum vergente (12.43) 
Nard is also adulterated by pseudonard which grows everywhere with a thicker and wider 
leaf and a dull color tending into white. 

 
Although Pliny does not specify precisely the color of the leaf except to say that its color is 
languidus, we can assume that it is some desaturated shade of green. Here Pliny is not expressing 
a range of possible colors for the leaf, as he did in describing the thorn, but is probably 
identifying the leaf color as in the region of green but also inside its fuzzy boundary with white. 
Pliny uses vergens of color in only one other passage: namely, 
 

(23) post hos Cyprius vocatur in Cypro repertus, vergens ad aereum colorem, sed medica vi, 
de qua dicemus, efficacissimus (37.58) 
After these, an adamas stone called Cyprian is found in Cyprus, bordering toward a 
copper color, but which has a very powerful medical use, about which we shall speak 
later. 

 
The various adamas stones that Pliny describes in this section are not today recognized as a 
single category of mineral, but he says that most of them have a pallor argenti (37.56), so the 
color of the Cyprian stone is located on a path between the color of silver and that of copper. In 
this case, the preposition used is ad, which, like in + accusative, is directional, expressing motion 



toward a destination. But the expression ad does not entail that the stone has reached that color-
destination, only that it approaches it. 
 
Pliny uses the preposition ad with the verb inclino in describing color variation among types of 
creta (chalk or “white earth”): 
 

(24) cretae plura genera. ex iis Cimoliae duo ad medicos pertinentia, candidum et ad 
purpurissum inclinans (35.195) 
There are many kinds of chalk. Of these there are two Cimolian varieties which are of use 
to physicians, the white kind and that inclining to purple. 

 
Purpurissum is the name of a purple pigment, but Pliny is here referring metonymically to the 
color of the pigment as abstracted from the material; we could use a pigment color name in a 
similar way, for example, “inclining to Prussian Blue”. In this instance, the second variety 
appears to be both in the territory of white and somewhat in the territory occupied by 
purpurissum. 
 
A few passages imply that an individual color is a landmark in a color region, and that the closer 
a thing approaches that landmark, the more it is that color: 
 

(25) optima quae maxime ad luteum colorem accedit (34.171) 
The best kind is that which maximally approaches yellow color.  

 
Maxime here communicates that there is some color-destination which is luteus and that an 
item’s quality varies according to how closely it approaches that destination; those that do not 
approach closely to luteum colorem are not as good. We see this notion at work as well in Pliny’s 
discussion of different varieties of sinopis, a naturally occurring pigment: 
 

(26) species Sinopidis tres: rubra et minus rubens atque inter has media (35.31) 
There are three kinds of Sinopis: the red kind, a less red kind, and a middle kind between 
these. 

 
Rubra and minus rubens overlap in their color meaning, and it is possible that Pliny is here using 
rubra as a term for maximal or “focal” red, but minus rubens must refer to an area or point in the 
red region at some distance from the focus of rubra, because the color of the third kind of sinopis 
is located on a path between (inter has media) the two. Since Pliny does not mention another 
color name in this passage, it is hard to know whether he is describing variation in hue, 
saturation, or lightness. Inter also turns up elsewhere defining a range of color variation: 
 

(27) insignes iam colore inter purpureas nigrasque helvolae saepius variantes et ob id 
varianae a quibusdam appellatae. praefertur in iis nigrior (14.29) 
Outstanding for their color, helvolae grapes vary rather frequently between being purple 
and black, and on that account are called varianae by some people. The blacker variety is 
preferred. 

 



Again, purple and black are contiguous, “fuzzy” categories, with color variation among the 
grapes occurring anywhere on the line from one to the other, such that the grapes can be more or 
less purple or black, as expressed by the comparative nigrior. 
 
In a number of other passages, Pliny expresses color relations using the preposition ex, but in this 
case the underlying metaphor is more difficult to interpret, and it may be that ex is to be 
understood as expressing different metaphors in different instances. The simplest explanation is 
to understand ex as specifying a path out of one color region into another.40 
 

(28) Hemerocalles pallidum e viridi et molle folium habet, grandi radice odorataque, 
bulbosa (21.158) 
The Hemerocalles has a soft, pale, greenish leaf, with a big, odiferous, bulbous root. 

 
Pallidum e viridi specifies the leaf ’s color. Pallidus is not a simple, absolute color term like 
rubens or albus, but often denotes a loss or absence of hue saturation, as well as the presence of 
lightness, in contexts where an item’s normal hue is either stated or assumed, frequently of 
human coloration, but also of non-human and inanimate objects.41 Pliny’s expression thus places 
the leaf ’s color in a light, desaturated area of the viridis region. The underlying metaphor again 
appears to invoke fictive motion, where the leaf ’s color has “arrived” in the desaturated region 
from green, but is still not entirely out of the source region of green. The metaphor is not 
idiomatic in English (*“pale out of green”) but the meaning is easily inferable. Pliny uses a 
similar expression in discussing gems: 
 

(29) comitatur eam similitudine propior quam auctoritate callaina, e viridi pallens (37.110) 
The callaina stone is associated with this stone (sc. the periodot) more closely by its 
similarity of appearance than its esteem, being on the pale side of green. 

 
He also uses the preposition ex when an item is in the boundary region between two colors: 
 

(30) caerulea est circa Thermodontem amnem, in Phrygia purpurea et in Cappadocia ex 
purpura caerulea, tristis atque non refulgens (37.115) 
The blue kind is found around the Thermodon river, the purple kind in Phrygia, and in 
Cappadocia there is a kind on the purple side of blue, ugly and dull. 

(31) selenitis ex candido tralucet melleo fulgore imaginem lunae continens (37.182) 
Moonstone shines transparently from white with a honey glow, containing a figure of the 
moon. 

(32) et hic frutex est ramosus, crassiore ac molliore quam laurus folio, cuius gustatu 
accendatur os, bacis e nigro rufis (15.132) 

 
40 On the semantics of ex see Jekl 2011: 201‒214. 
41 S.v. pallidus in the OLD; the word occurs 33 times in Pliny, e.g. Arsenogonon et thelygonon herbae sunt habentes 
uvas floribus oleae similes, pallidioris tamen, “Aresnogonon and thelygonon are plants with clusters similar to the 
flowers of the olive, but paler” (26.126). 



And this bush is branchy, with a thicker and softer leaf than the laurel, whose taste burns 
the mouth, with berries on the dark side of red. 

(33) syrtitides in litore Syrtium … inveniuntur, e melleo colore croco refulgentes, intus autem 
stellas continent languidas (37.183) 
Syrtides are found on the shore of the Gulf of Sidtra … with a saffron (hue) on the honey-
colored side. 

(34) quattuor eius genera: viridissimum ac pingue, acutis angulis contumax frianti – hoc 
maxime laudatur – proximum e rufo candicans, tertium brevius atque nigrius, peius 
tamen varium et facile tritu (12.50) 
There are four kinds of this (sc. cardamum): one very green and oily, with sharp corners 
and difficult to crumble – this kind is most praised – the next white on the reddish side, 
the third shorter and blacker, and the worse kind is mottled and easy to crumble. 

 
In all these cases, the metaphor of color being located on a path between two color regions works 
well to explain the expression’s meaning. An alternate explanation of the meaning of these 
prepositional phrases with ex relies on different metaphor, however: Lewis & Short (s.v. ex 
III.D) says the expression is related to a use of ex common in medicines and recipes going back 
as far as Cato and very common in the medical writers Celsus and Scribonius Largus, as well as 
in many non-color uses in Pliny.42 In these expressions, the prepositional phrase refers to a 
process of submersion, soaking, and subsequent removal of the item from some liquid substance, 
as, for instance, in: 
 

(35) alterum est nigrius, quod capitis vitia purgat [visum compurgat], commotas mentes 
sedat ex aceto sumptum, lienem ex vino potum vel cum fico sumptum, tussim, ex melle si 
cotidie ieiuni sumant (20.127) 
The other kind of cress is darker, which purges the defects of the head and sharpens 
vision, calms agitated minds when consumed soaked in vinegar, aids the spleen when 
drunk with wine or eaten along with a fig, and mends a cough if taken every day soaked 
in honey on an empty stomach. 

 
If that is the case, then we could understand the metaphorical conceptualization to be ‘COLORS 
ARE LIQUIDS’ (rather than regions), and phrases like e nigro rufis should be interpreted as “red 
mixed with” or “soaked in black”, similar to the dyeing metaphor we use in English when we say 
“tinged with” a color. Yet such “liquid” colors are not material substances in the sense discussed 
above, that is, viridis is not “vegetation”, but rather simply color “substances” in the way we 
think of them when we say things like “aquamarine is a mixture of green and blue”. This is clear 
from the fact that the color adjectives in these passages are functioning as abstract color nouns.43 
Particularly in bacis e nigro rufis (15.132), it is not grammatically possible to construe the 

 
42 On this use of ex see Adams 1995: 438‒39 and Wharton 2009: 203‒204. 
43 Except at 37.183 where melleo modifies colore and at 37.115 where purpura actually is a noun referring 
metonymically to purple color. 



adjective niger as specifying some noun in the immediate context.44 In the other cases, although 
morphology would allow the adjectives to modify the nearby noun in context (e.g., folium) such 
an interpretation would make little sense: “a pale leaf from (or tinged with) a green [leaf]”. It is 
possible that all these color adjectives have the noun color as a covert head, but even if that is the 
case, their use is abstract in that their referent is not any particular colored thing but rather a 
color considered as an entity in itself. 
 
Metaphors of location and motion also turn up in several passages discussing things that change 
their color: 
 

(36) erucae semen … cicatrices nigras reducit ad candorem cum felle bubulo (20.125) 
Rocket seed … returns dark scars to lightness when mixed with ox gall. 

(37) cicatrices nigras sebum asininum reducit ad colorem (28.245) 
Ass’s grease brings dark scars to a normal color. 

 
Pliny here describes remedies that effect a change in the appearance of scars by metaphorically 
leading the scars from being niger toward a lighter goal, and in the first example, candor is an 
explicitly abstract color word. The color meaning of niger and candor is contextually limited to 
possible variations of human skin tone ranging from dark to light; the same is true of the 
expression ad colorem, where context requires that colorem must have the sense “normal color”, 
aided by the semantics of reducit (i.e., “bring back” or “bring home”), which communicates that 
the nigrae scars are in an alien color state before the change leads them back to the default tone 
of human skin.45 
 
Pliny also describes change of color using prepositions that express a path 
without a verb of motion: cf., e.g., 
 

(38) Iuba tradit circa Trogodytarum insulas fruticem in alto vocari Isidis crinem, curalio 
similem sine foliis, praecisum mutato colore in nigrum durescere, cum cadat, frangi 
(13.142) 
Juba relates that around the islands of the Trogodytae there is a bush in the sea called the 
“hair of Isis”, similar to coral, without leaves, and that when cut it hardens changing its 
color into black, and when it falls, it breaks.  

(39) solidum semen coicitur in oculum nec turbat, sed in se caliginem contrahit; mutat 
colorem et ex nigro albicare incipit et intumescit ac per se exit (7.39) 
The whole seed is put into the eye and does not disturb it, but it draws the film into itself. 
It changes color and from black begins to whiten, and it swells and comes out by itself. 

 

 
44 Compare also 37.177, oica barbari nominis e nigro et fulvo viridique et candido placet and 37.190, polythrix in 
viridi capillaturam ostendit. This usage also turns up in Pliny’s nephew’s writings: Plin. EM. 8.20.4, color caerulo 
albidior, viridior et pressior. 
45 Bradley’s treatment (2009: 128‒60) of what the Romans considered “normal” skin color is particularly good in 
this regard. 



Pliny uses also uses the motion metaphor several times with “white” and “black” words where 
the color terms are not strictly descriptive, and shade into being taxonomic terms (type 
shifting).46 Such terms are still in common use in both formal and “folk” taxonomies of plants,47 
for example, black walnut, white oak, etc. In these instances, change of color is part of what is 
happening, but the changing items are changing their category as well: 
 

(40) ex iis quas adhuc diximus, sed etiam e nigris, vina vetustate in album colorem transeunt 
(14.27) 
The wines from all the grapes we have thus far discussed, even from the black ones, cross 
over into a white color with age. 

(41) mutantur arbores et colore fiuntque ex nigris candidae, non semper prodigio, sed eae 
maxime, quae ex semine nascuntur, et populus alba in nigram transit (17.242) 
Trees also change with respect to color, and from black ones they become white, not 
always as a portent, but especially those which grow from seed, and the white poplar 
crosses into a black one. 

 
4. Conclusions 
 
The evidence gathered here from Pliny’s Natural History points to the following: Pliny’s most 
commonly used color words can be abstract in the sense that they are used across a variety of 
contexts and are not restricted to narrow classes of referents. Additionally, his substantival use of 
color adjectives in prepositional phrases shows that he can easily conceive of and refer to colors 
abstractly, apart from any other referent displaying that color. Pliny also regularly uses 
conceptual metaphors that map regions, paths, and motion onto the target domain of color (that 
is, ‘colors are regions’, with its specific submappings) in order to describe changes of color and 
colored objects whose color description cannot be handled by a single color term. The notion of 
fuzzy boundaries must be assumed in order to make the metaphors meaningful. Alternatively, 
some of his expressions may use a metaphor ‘colors are liquids’, and the colors of some objects 
are to be understood as mixtures involving those liquids. All of this indicates that, while Pliny’s 
language abstracts color categories from particular material bodies quite easily, at the same time 
it often re-embodies them in a metaphorical domain drawn from our everyday experiences. 
 
To what extent can we generalize these uses and concepts to all Latin speakers? A definitive 
answer would require a careful, corpus-based study of many authors, along the lines proposed by 
Carole Biggam (2012). It is possible that Pliny is an innovative, even revolutionary user of color 
terms, centuries ahead of other Latin writers in his conceptual and linguistic development of 
color language, especially as regards his metaphors of motion and space, which appear rarely 
outside the Natural History,48 although his abstract use of color terms is quite common in 

 
46 Andre 1949 calls them “botanical” terms. This use of color terms is called “type modification” by Biggam 2012: 
37‒38. See also Steinvall 2002: 99 and 2006. 
47 On ancient folk plant taxonomies, see esp. Hautala 2014. 
48 Columella twice uses similar expressions: describing a bird’s wattles (paleae) as ex rutilo albicantes (“whitish 
red”, 8.2.566) and est et Cyprii generis ex albo rubicunda (“there is also reddish-white lettuce of the Cyprian kind”, 
11.3.808). 



technical and medical writers like Vitruvius and Celsus.49 What seems more likely, however, is 
that Pliny’s usage reflects that of people whose occupations required them to be able to identify 
and describe, in a detailed and accurate way, the color appearance of the physical objects whose 
description occupies so much of the Natural History. These would be artisans and merchants 
working in the production and sale of marbles, stones, gems, minerals, dyes, textiles, pigments, 
and so on, as well as farmers cultivating and selling varieties of grains, nuts, vegetables, fruits, 
wood products, flowers, wines, honey, wax, and products derived from them. 
 
Even today people whose livelihood depends on knowledge of color generally have a more 
sophisticated knowledge of color terms, and a more practiced ability to discriminate and describe 
color difference, than does the general population. But it is not surprising that this sort of 
language does not turn up very often in the literary productions of Rome’s elite society, who 
generally disdained the artisan class and whose everyday language would be considered ugly and 
inappropriate for literary use. Pliny himself states as much: “The nature of things, that is, real 
life, is described here; and often the lowest part of it; so that for most things, I must use rustic 
and foreign, or even barbarous terms” (pr. 13, rerum natura, hoc est vita, narratur, et haec 
sordidissima sui parte ac plurimarum rerum aut rusticis vocabulis aut externis, immo barbaris 
etiam). It would be a pleasant paradox if we were to discover that the early Empire’s country 
bumpkins, artisans, and merchants were centuries ahead of their social betters in their color 
cognition and expression. But Pliny’s use of such expressions in a work aimed at an elite 
readership more likely indicates that many Latin speakers ordinarily understood and used such 
language, even if doing so in literary works would be considered infra dignitatem. 
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